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ABSTRACT:
Customer satisfaction provides a leading indicator of consumer purchase intentions and
loyalty. Customer satisfaction data are among the most frequently collected indicators of market
perceptions. Their principal use is twofold; within organizations, the collection, analysis and
dissemination of these data send a message about the importance of tending to customers and
ensuring that they have a positive experience with the company's goods and services. Although sales
or market share can indicate how well a firm is performing currently, satisfaction is perhaps the best
indicator of how likely it is that the firm’s customers will make further purchases in the future. Much
research has focused on the relationship between customer satisfaction and retention. Studies
indicate that the ramifications of satisfaction are most strongly realized at the extremes. On a fivepoint scale, individuals who rate their satisfaction level as '5' are likely to become return customers
and might even evangelize for the firm. A second important metric related to satisfaction is
willingness to recommend. This metric is defined as the percentage of surveyed customers who
indicate that they would recommend a brand to friends. When a customer is satisfied with a product,
he or she might recommend it to friends, relatives and colleagues. This can be a powerful marketing
advantage. Individuals who rate their satisfaction level as '1,' by contrast, are unlikely to return.
Further, they can hurt the firm by making negative comments about it to prospective customers.
Willingness to recommend is a key metric relating to customer satisfaction. The difference between
a consumer and a customer impacts how you market your products. Customers will buy your product
only if consumers demand your product, so your marketing efforts should target the end user as
opposed to the buyer In western economy customer is a center of policy making, what customer
needs, wants and desire company will do exactly the same in policy making of products sales and
marketing.Todays’s world economic scenario all the products are marketed by the marketer whether
the profit is very less as compared to other world product market. America is a country which using
purely the method of research on customer needs and his taste, on other hand india and china are
using their bulk marketing techniques for sale of their products irrespective of customer needs and
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wants.Todays most competitive market is consumer durable, in which customer needs comfort and
price value, it is competitive because the technology changes as per customer demand. Every market
has its own method of selling of goods as the customer, needs, wants, positioning of products and
segmentation. This research paper provides in-depth knowledge of retail industry, and needs wants
of customer satisfaction.
KEYWORDS: CONSUMER DURABLES MARKET, KEY INDUSTRY DYNAMICS, MARKET SIZE
OF CONSUMER, CONSUMER CLASS, CONSUMER GROWTH ETC.
OBJECTIVES:




To analyze the growth of consumer durables retailing in Indian market economy.
To access the strategy used in the consumer durables retail market of the consumer.
To identify the future growth of Indian consumer durables retail industry.
1. INTRODUCTION:
High-performing businesses have developed principles and strategies for achieving customer

satisfaction by improving product quality with attached service. Marketing Research has identified a
core set of attributes and actions of successful customer service within the market economy.
Regardless of whether the organizations provide goods or services, they recognize that satisfied
customers are the key to their success. They focus on achieving 100 percent customer satisfaction
and embed this priority throughout the organization from top to bottom with a solid framework of
policies, practices and information. For achieving high levels of customer satisfaction requires that
organizations continually monitor and examine the experiences, opinions, and suggestions of their
customers and people who are potential customers. Improving quality & service to meet customers’
standards is an ongoing part of doing business. In this way, customers drive the market and the
organization. According to Schiffman & Karun (2004) Customer satisfaction is defined as “the
individual’s perception of the performance of the products or services in relation to his or her
expectations” (Schiffman & Karun 2004, p. 14). Quality and customer satisfaction have long been
recognized as playing a crucial role for success and survival in today’s competitive market. Not
surprisingly, considerable research has been conducted on these two concepts. Notably, the quality
and satisfaction concepts have been linked to customer behavioral intentions like purchase and
loyalty intention, willingness to spread positive word of mouth, referral, and complaint intention by
many researchers (Olsen, 2002; Kang, Nobuyuki and Herbert, 2004; Söderlund and Öhman, 2005).
Service quality is a concept that has aroused considerable interest and debate in the research
literature because of the difficulties in both defining it and measuring it with no overall consensus
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emerging on either (Wisniewski, 2001). There are a number of different "definitions" as to what is
meant by service quality. One that is commonly used defines service quality as the extent to which a
service meets customers’ needs or expectations (Lewis and Mitchell, 1990; Dotchin and Oakland,
1994a; Asubonteng et al., 1996; Wisniewski and Donnelly, 1996). Service quality can thus be defined
as the difference between customer expectations of service and perceived service. If expectations are
greater than performance, then perceived quality is less than satisfactory and hence customer
dissatisfaction occurs (Parasuraman et al., 1985; Lewis and Mitchell, 1990). India has been a
consumption-driven economy for the last many decades. Consumer spending in the country is
expected to increase about 2.5 times by 2025. Broadly categorized into urban and rural markets, the
Indian consumer segment is gaining high attention and pampering from marketers across the globe.
Global corporations view India as one of the key markets from where future growth will emerge. The
growth in India’s consumer market will be primarily driven by a favorable population composition
and rising disposable incomes. A recent study by the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) suggests that if
India continues to grow at the current pace, average household incomes will triple over the next two
decades and the country will become the world’s fifth largest consumer economy by 2025, up from
12th at present.
2. AN OVERVIEW OF INDIAN CONSUMER DURABLES MARKET :
India’s consumer market is driven by a young population with access to disposable incomes
and easy finance options. The market share of MNCs in consumer durables sector is 65%. MNC's
major target is the growing middle class of India. MNCs offer superior technology to the consumers
whereas the Indian companies compete on the basis of firm grasp of the local market, their well
acknowledged brands, and hold over wide distribution network. Household income in the top 20
boom cities in India is projected to grow at 10 percent annually over the next eight years, which is
likely to increase consumer spending on durables.
2.1. CONSUMER DURABLES SEGMENTS:
The Indian Consumer Durables segment can be segmented into three groups:
White goods
-Air conditioners
· Refrigerators
· Washing Machines
· Sewing Machines
· Watches and clocks
· Cleaning equipment
·Other domestic
appliances

Brown goods

Consumer electronics

-Microwave Ovens
· Cooking Range
· Chimneys
· Mixers
· Grinders
· Electronic fans
· Irons

-TVs
· Audio and video systems
· Electronic accessories
· PCs
· Mobile phones
· Digital cameras
· DVDs
· Camcorders
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3. KEY INDUSTRY DYNAMICS:
Industry Size: Rs. 350 billion.
Key Categories: White Goods, Brown goods and Consumer electronics.
Competitive landscape: Dominated by Korean majors like LG and Samsung in most of the
segments.
Margin Profile: Low margin, dependant on volumes.
Growth opportunities: Lower penetration coupled with increasing disposable income.

4. INDIAN MARKET SIZE OF CONSUMER DURABLES:
India is likely to emerge as the world’s largest middle class consumer market with an
aggregated consumer spends of nearly US$ 13 trillion by 2030, (Deloitte titled 'India matters:
Winning in growth markets'.) Fuelled by rising incomes and growing affordability, the consumer
durables market is expected to expand at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14.8 per cent to
US$ 12.5 billion in FY 2015 from US$ 7.3 billion in FY 2012. Urban markets account for the major
share (65 per cent) of total revenues in the Indian consumer durables sector. In rural markets,
durables, such as refrigerators, and consumer electronic goods are likely to witness growing demand
in the coming years. From US$ 2.1 billion in FY 2010, the rural market is expected to grow at a CAGR
of 25 per cent to touch US$ 6.4 billion in FY 2015. With growing consumerism and disposable income,
India's used goods market is likely to touch Rs 115,000 crore (US$ 19.18 billion) by 2015 from Rs
80,000 crore (US$ 13.34 billion) at present, according to a study by an industrial body.
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5. CONSUMER CLASSES:
Accordingly, the National Council for Applied Economic Research (NCAER), India’s premier
economic research institution, has released an alternative classification system based on
consumption indicators, which is more relevant for ascertaining consumption patterns of various
classes of goods. There are five classes of consumer households, ranging from the destitute to the
highly affluent, which differ considerably in their consumption behavior and ownership patterns
across various categories of goods. These classes exist in urban as well as rural households both, and
consumption trends may differ significantly between similar income households in urban and rural
areas.
STRUCTURE OF THE INDIAN CONSUMER MARKET [IN MILLIONS OF HOUSEHOLDS]
Consumer Classes (Annual income Rs)
The rich (Rs.215, 000 and more)i
The Consuming Class (Rs. 45-215,000)
The Climbers (Rs. 22-45, 000)
The Aspirants (Rs.16-22, 000)
The Destitute (below Rs. 16,000)
Total

1996
1.2
32.5
54.1
44
33.2
164.8

2001
2
54.6
71.6
28.1
3.4
180.7

2007
6.2
90.9
74.1
15.3
12.8
199.2

Source: NCAER
6. SWOT ANALYSIS OF INDIAN CONSUMER DURABLE INDUSTRY:
Strengths
1. Presence of established distribution
networks in both urban and rural areas.
2. Presence of well-known brands.
3. In recent years, organized sector has
increased its share in the market vis a vis the
unorganized sector.
Opportunities
1.In India, the penetration level of white goods is
lower as compared to other developing countries.
2. Unexploited rural market
3.Rapid urbanization
4.Increase in income levels, i.e. increase in purchasing
power of consumers
5. Easy availability of finance

Weakness
1. Demand is seasonal and is high during festive
season
2. Demand is dependent on good monsoons
3. Poor government spending on infrastructure
4. Low purchasing power of consumers
Threats
1. Higher import duties on raw materials imposed in
the Budget 2007-08
2. Cheap imports from Singapore, China and other
Asian countries

7. GROWTH STRATEGY OF CONSUMER DURABLES PRODUCTION IN INDIA:
The biggest attraction for MNCs is the growing Indian middle class. This market is
characterized with low penetration levels. MNCs hold an edge over their Indian counterparts in terms
of superior technology combined with a steady flow of capital, while domestic companies compete
on the basis of their well-acknowledged brands, an extensive distribution network and an insight in
local market conditions. The digital revolution is shaking up the consumer durables industry. With
the advent of MP3 music files, personal video recorders, game machines, digital cameras, appliances
with embedded devices, and a host of other media and services, it is no longer clear who controls
which part of home entertainment. This has set off a battle for dominance, and the shakeup is
spanning the entire technology spectrum. Microsoft Corp. is spending billions on entertainment
initiatives such as its Xbox video game console. Compaq and HP sell MP3 music players that plug into
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home-stereo systems. Apple Computer is positioning its new iMac as a digital-entertainment device.
Sony is building Vaio computers that focus on integrating multimedia applications. Philips sells
stereos that hook into a high-speed Internet connection to play music from the Web. The industry
is witnessing a number of strategic alliances, to develop a range of capabilities - electronic hardware,
software and entertainment content. As more consumers grow comfortable with technology,
companies need to build simpler devices that offer more entertainment and convenience. These new
machines need to work together readily, and should be as easy to set up and use as a telephone or a
television. Consumerization of technology could be a major phenomenon over the next 5 to 10 years.
This could hasten industry consolidation, as healthy companies gain market share by buying out
weaker ones at attractive prices. Apart from steady income gains, consumer financing has become
a major driver in the consumer durables industry. In the case of more expensive consumer goods,
such as refrigerators, washing machines, color televisions and personal computers, retailers are
joining forces with banks and finance companies to market their goods more aggressively.
7.1. INVESTMENTS:
The following are some of the major investments and developments in the Indian consumer
markets sector:
 Samsung has launched curved televisions in the Indian market priced between Rs 100,000–
449,000 (US$ 1,667.63–7,487.65) to tap high-end buyers. Under its curved range, the
company is offering a range of 10 television models with ultra-high definition (UHD) and LED
technologies. “This technology should get adopted, we feel very strong. It’s a global trend.
People are now looking at much and much better picture quality and immersive nature of the
TV, which we do not have till now,” said Mr R Zutshi, Deputy Managing Director, Samsung
India.
 Canon India plans to get into the network security camera market. “We have made forays into
photo albums, cinematography and medical imaging. Sometime later this year, we will launch
our first product in the Indian security camera market,” said Mr Alok Bharadwaj, Executive
Vice-President, Canon India.
.
7.2. GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES:
The Government of India has allowed 100 per cent FDI in the electronics hardwaremanufacturing sector under the automatic route. It has also allowed 51 per cent FDI in Multi-Brand
Retail Trading (MBRT) and 100 per cent in Single-Brand Retail Trading (SBRT) in order to bring more
foreign investment into the country.
8. TRENDS IN CONSUMER DURABLE RETAIL IN INDIA:
 Increasing presence of organized retail
 The Indian retail market is currently worth USD516 billion and is likely to expand at a CAGR
of 18.8 per cent to USD866 billion by 2015
 The penetration of modern retail is 12.0 per cent in consumer durables segment
 The sector is witnessing the emergence of modern durable retail chains and e-retailers like
Tata Croma, Reliance Digital, Ezone
 Expansion into new segments
 Companies are expanding their product portfolio to include products like high-definition
televisions (HDTVs), tablets and smart phones, etc, demand for which are rising with
consumer’s income, easy availability of credit and wide use of online sales
 Increased affordability of products
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Advancement in technology and higher competition are driving price reductions across
various consumer durable product segments such as computers, mobile phones,
refrigerators and TVs
 Focus on energy-efficient and environment-friendly products
 Leading companies have introduced star-rated, energy-efficient ACs and refrigerators
 Companies also plan to increase the use of environment-friendly components and reduce ewaste by promoting product recycling.
9. RETAIL FORMAT:

SERVICE

PERSONAL
SELLING

VISUAL
MERCHANDIS
ING

LOCATI
ON

INTERIOR
DESIGN

RETAIL
FORMAT

EXTERIOR
DESIGN

PROMO
TIONS

LAYOUT

PRICI
NG

MERCHA
NDISE
PLANNI
NG

10. AN INSIGHT OF MAJOR MODERN RETAIL STORE IN INDIA :
The following table shows the presence of Modern Retail stores across the country providing
quality product and best services to the end customer.
TATA

Ezone

Reliance Digital

No. of stores
Percentage store in cities with population

101
96.00%

41
90.60%

170
80.00%

% stores in cities with pop > 1mn & states
supporting
Using E- Commerce

68.50%

67.40%

40.00%

Yes

Yes

Yes

Croma

>1mn

10.1. E-ZONE
Ezone is a lifestyle electronics retailer, part of India's largest retail conglomerate - Future
Group. Ezone brings together the best in national and international consumer durable & electronic
brands. Ezone is committed to enable smarter living for its consumers with the use of technology.
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Ezone helps consumers to choose from the latest in technology, best suited to individual lifestyles.
Ezone offers the widest range of electronics across categories like Audio, Accessories,
Communications, Computing, Home Entertainment, Home and Kitchen Appliances, Imaging, Personal
Entertainment & Gaming. Ezone is present across India in Malls, High Streets and within other group
format stores like Home Town, Central and Pantaloons.
STRATEGY OF E ZONE: CONSUMER COMMITMENT FOR QUALITY & SERVICE:
Expansion
Strategy
Spread
across 10 cities

India

41 stores in

Future
Group plans to merge
the formats of eZone
(consumer
electronics)
and
Hometown
(furniture
and
lifestyle) to drive
efficiencies
and
improve profitability
for both businesses.
After
merger of both the
formats There would
be bundled offers
from both formats to
offer better prices for
consumers as well.

Retail
Marketing Strategy
eZone
is
present across India in
malls, high streets
presence
within
the
group
formats such as Home
Town,
Big
Bazaar,
Central and Pantaloons

Advertising
Strategy

Customer
Service Strategy

Easy Exchange/
Smart Swap
E
Zone
has
introduced yearly sale
properties such as 'Blind
Fold Sale' every January
and August and 'Zero
Margin Sale’

Instant Finance/
Smart Finance

Extended
Warranty/ Smart Choice

Masterclass:
expert advice from across
the tech domain

Reward
PAYBACK

Data
Magic Move

Transfer/

takes customer
feedback to improve
quality & service

Gift
Gift Vouchers

Vouchers/

eZone houses
the best national and
international
electronics
brands
across categories like
Audio,
Accessories,
Communications,
Computing,
Home

good and efficient
customer care

direct

selling

model

model

e-commerce

Points/

Customer Care /
Troubleshooting |Ezone
Care
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Entertainment, Home
and Kitchen Appliances,
Imaging,
Personal
Entertainment
&
Gaming.

10.2. RELIANCE DIGITAL
Reliance Digital is a consumer electronics company in India. The first Reliance Digital Store
was opened on 24 April 2007 in Delhi. Currently there are around 170 Reliance Digital Stores in
around 70 cities in India. The stores are spread across the states of Maharastra (Mumbai, Pune),
Gujarat (Ahmedabad), Delhi NCR, Karnataka (Bangalore, Mangalore, Mysore,Hubli), Tamil Nadu
(Chennai, Madurai, Coimbatore) and Andhra Pradesh (Hyderabad). Reliance Digital Stores are bigger
in size than the other two formats Digital Xpress & Mini stores. The company plans to ramp up its
current store count of 104 stores to 500 by March 2014.
STRATEGY OF RELIANCE DIGITAL: CONSUMER COMMITMENT FOR QUALITY &
SERVICE:
Expansion
Strategy
a)
Spread
across 70 cities in
India.
b) Around 170
Reliance Digital Stores
in India

Retail
Marketing Strategy
a) Your one
stop shop with cutting
edge technology for the
entire
range
of
household electronics,
appliances, computers,
gaming and telecom
products brought to
you in a demystifying,
enjoyable
&
experiential ambience
supported
by
the
highest quality of
service and value.

Advertising
Strategy
a) Experience,
the Digital Zone: At
Reliance Digital, you get
to touch, try and feel
every product before
you
make
your
decision&
Discover,
Experience and Buy a
range of products at
Reliance
Digital.
Discover
150
international
and
national brands and
over 4000 products.

b)
Top
brands and wide
range of products:
Choose
products from the best
of brands –from Sony,
LG
in
Home
Entertainment,
and
Nokia, Samsung in
mobile phones, to
Panasonic,
and
Toshiba
in
Home
Appliances. Discover
products that best suit

b)
Summer
Carnival: To enjoy the
summer
season,
RELIANCE DIGITAL has
AMAZING offers for its
customers in product
categories-AC,
Refrigerator, Cameras,
Laptops, HIGH END TVs.
Various Finance options
are available according
to cities.

Customer Service
Strategy
a) After sales
service and support:
Bought that big smart TV
and don't know where best
to place it in the room? Or
have
a
device
malfunction/breakdown
and hassled about setting it
right? Be it product
installation, break down or
maintenance - Trust ResQ
to bail you out! Our ResQ
personnel shall personally
visit, rectify, and provide
you with a step-by-step
guidance for maintenance
till the life cycle of the
product. ResQ services are
available to support 7 days
a week, from 10 A.M to 10
P.M.
b) Reliance digital
has extended warranty
plans which give customers
peace of mind even long
after the company warranty
period has expired (so, they
are with customers before
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your lifestyle needs
and provides best
value for money in
terms of TCO (total
cost of ownership).
c)
Standalone
stores:
a
shopping
mall
or
shopping center which
has satellite buildings
located either on the
same tract of land or on
one abutting it, on
which it is located.
Reliance digital follows
CDIT
formate
(consumer durable in
technology)
d) Specially
designed Experience
Zones (for high-end
entertainment systems
like home theatres,
televisions, home and
car music systems)
simulate
exact
conditions
to
familiarize customers
with their products.
e) Backward
integration: Based on
its core strategy RRL
has
made
rapid
progress
towards
building an entire
value chain starting
from the farmers to the
end consumers.

c)
WINdia!
India wins, You win !:
Through the exciting
WINdia card, a customer
gets to score runs with
every purchase above
Rs 7,000/- and wins
instant cash discounts of
upto 25%. Customers
could win gift vouchers
of upto 75% of the bill
value, in case India
continued its winning
streak in the Quarter
Finals, Semi Finals & the
Finals of the World Cup
the purchase were free.
d)
Anything
and Everything @ Rs
26/: Reliance Digital
celebrated
India’s
Republic Day with its
‘Anything
and
everything @ Rs 26/‘offer,.The
customer
purchases his favorite
product by paying only
Rs. 26 and has the
flexibility to pay the
balance in easy EMIs.

the purchase, during the
purchase and long after the
purchase).
c) Reliance Digital
offers GIFT CARD to those
niche customers who don’t
know what to gift or are
confused. So its an end of all
hassle of deciding what to
gift. This is an all time
solution of gifting
d)
Complete
product life cycle support
–
ResQ
–
our
proprietary advisory and
post-sales support service.

e) RRL’S loyalty
programme, "Reliance
One", has the patronage
of more than 6.75
million customers.

10.3 CROMA
Cromā is an Indian retail chain for consumer electronics and durables founded in 2006. Tata
Group company Infiniti Retail runs Cromā stores in India. Infiniti Retail Ltd is a 100% subsidiary
of TATA Sons. Presently, there are a total of 101 Cromā stores in 25 cities in India. The stores are
spread across the states of Maharastra (Mumbai, Pune, Nashik, Kolhapur, Aurangabad), Gujarat
(Ahmedabad, Rajkot, Surat, Vadodara), Delhi NCR, Karnataka (Bangalore, Mysore), Punjab (Amritsar,
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Jalandhar), Chandigarh, Tamil Nadu (Chennai) and Telangana (Hyderabad).Cromā claims to offer
6000 products across 8 categories.The electronics retail giant from the house of TATA (Infiniti
Retail), Croma is the nation's first large format specialist retail chain for consumer electronics and
durables.
STRATEGY OF TATA CROMA: CONSUMER COMMITMENT FOR QUALITY & SERVICE:
Expansion
Strategy

Retail
Marketing Strategy

Advertising
Strategy

Customer
Service Strategy

a)
Croma
Presence: Around 101
Croma Stores in India
across 25 cities in India

a)Target
Audience:

a) Above the Line
(ATL): Croma uses TVs,
radios and even print media.
An online presence of Croma
through
its
website
cromaretail.com
reaches
about 293 cities and towns.
Strong promotion through
social media such as
Facebook,
Twitter
and
Youtube,

TATA
Croma
provides
customer
service at the ‘point of
sales’, i.e., not only
Croma
megastores,
Croma zip stores and
Croma
stores
in
hypermarket but also at
the online stores. Here as
part of the analysis, we
will present two cases:

b) Below the Line
(BTL): Croma recently tied
up with State Bank of India to
introduce Tata Croma Credit
Cards that are in Gold and
Platinum variants and are
available to all the customers
in every Cromoa stores. This
is a sort of loyalty program
by Croma. Besides this
Croma offers discounts, gifts,
prizes to be won through
competitions et cetera to its
customers.

a)At the stores:
Croma has a very
impressive
feedback
from the customers who
visit their physical stores
at various places:-The knowledge
of the staff members,
-the technology
used
to
help
the
customers
-hospitality of
staff
-Real time order
taking, real time price
updation and real time
showcasing
of
the
products
that
the
customers want are the
benefits
of
using
technology.

b) Spread of
Croma:
Croma
is
touching lives in 293
cities through its online
format.
c)Store
Ambience:
Croma
Megastores:
Croma
megastores are 12,000
sq ft in size. These
megastores have a
neutral display with a
marquee showing the
name of the store as
Croma and the other
details such as “a TATA
enterprise”. It is the
policy of Croma to
remain neutral to all the
brands that it has in its
collection.
- Croma Zip
stores: Croma zip stores
are generally 3000 sq ft
in size. These stores, as
mentioned earlier are
meant only for the
youth customers who
have good knowledge
about the items they are
buying. These stores
might have some other
displays based on the

-Croma
Megastores: For all the
people who have or
don’t have knowledge
of electronic goods.
-Croma
zip
stores: attract the
young and the restless
generation of gadgetlovers.
Cromaretail.com: the
e-tailing website of
Croma for those who
want to buy and
compare the gadgets
online.
b) Locations
and format of Croma:
Croma megastores and
Croma zip stores are
stand-alone
retail
stores and inside Star
Bazaar
They
are
present with the same
name but with different
look.
c)
Merchandising Plan of
Croma: Croma has over
6000 products across
eight categories that
include
Phones,Camera,Computers, Entertainment,
Home
Appliance,
Kitchen
Appliance,

b)
Online
Stores:
E-tailing
in
electronics industry is a
difficult task. People
generally don’t want to
buy durables through etailing websites. But the
trust of TATA made
cromaretail.com one of
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scheme going on in the
store.

Gaming
Accessories.

and

the successful e-tailing
websites.

- Croma in
Hypermarkets:
In
hypermarkets, Croma
has entered with stores
of the size of about
4,000 sq ft to 8,000 sq ft.
These mid-sized Croma
stores are launched so
as to add to the revenue
of the Infiniti.

d)
Pricing
Strategy of Croma: It
has its own private
label, Croma has to
follow
different
strategies for different
labels.

c) After Sales
Services: One can reach
Croma customer service
through post, phones,
mails and the website as
well.

- For all labels:
Its basic strategy is
value pricing. ‘Best
products with most
reasonable
prices’,
lowest down payments
& easy EMIs and even
warranties
and
guarantees.
- Promotional
pricing strategy Price
bundling is often used
in this regard because
bundling is common
practice in electronic
items, they introduce a
product at a high price
but later they reduce
the prices or even offer
discounts during offseasons.
Private
Labels:
Croma
deliberately lowers the
prices of its private
labels by 10-15% while
offering products at par
with
international
brands, should not
exceed 25% of overall
sales.

CONCLUSION:
Creating customer value is the driving force behind a company’s goals if customer satisfy
Customer access to information about the availability of products and the status of orders and
deliveries is becoming an essential capability. for the company. Adding services, relationships, and
experiences differentiates company offerings in the market, Identifying the appropriate customer
value measure not an easy task. ability to provide sophisticated customer interactions very different
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from the ability to manufacture and distribute products. There is no real customer value without a
close relationship with customers.Buyers will buy from the firm that they perceive to offer highest
customer delivered value. Customer delivered value is the difference between total customer value
and total customer cost. TOTAL CUSTOMERVALUE is the bundle of benefits customers expects form
a given product or service. Total Customer Cost is the bundle of costs customers expect to incur in
valuating, obtaining, and using the product or service. Total customer value and total customer cost
sums up to customer delivered value. Whether the buyer is satisfied after purchase depends on the
offers performance in relation to the buyer’s expectations. Satisfaction is a person’s feelings of
pleasure or disappointment resulting from comparing products perceived performance (or outcome)
in relation to his or her expectations. Hence, satisfaction is a function of perceived performance and
expectations. If the performance falls short of expectations, the customer is dissatisfied. If the
performance matches the expectations, the customer is satisfied. If the performance exceeds
expectations, the customer is highly satisfied or delighted. Many companies are aiming for high
satisfaction because customers who are just satisfied still find it easy to switch when a better offer
comes along. How do buyers form their expectations? These expectations are influenced by their past
buying experience, friends and associates advice, and marketers and competitors information and
promises. If marketers raise expectations too high, the buyer is likely to be disappointed. Some of
today’s most successful companies are raising expectations and delivering performances to match
.Lost customer analysis when customers rate their satisfaction with an element of the company’s
performance say delivery-the company needs to recognize that customers vary in how they define
good delivery. Yet if the company had to spell out every element in detail, customers would face a
huge questionnaire. The company must also realize that two customers can report being highly
satisfied for different reasons. Companies should also note that managers and salespeople can
manipulate their ratings on customer satisfaction.Michael Porter of Harvard proposed the value
chain as a tool for identifying ways to create more customer value. The value chain identifies nine
strategically relevant activities that create value and cost in a specific business. These nine value
creating activities consist of five primary activities and four support activities. The primary activities
represent.
REFERENCES:
Customer Relationship Management, Emerging Concepts, Tools and Application, Edited by
Jagsish N Sheth, Atul Parvatiyar and G Shainesh, published by Tata McGraw-Hill Education - see
Chapter 21, pages 193 to 199.
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